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Migration Policy: Lessons from Cooperatives

Abstract

We propose an immigration policy based on the model of cooperatives. Incoming migrants have to acquire a participation certificate. In exchange, the immigrants may enter the country of choice without danger. The revenue goes to the country of the recipient nation rather than to human smugglers. The cost would be much lower than today’s efforts to secure the borders. Asylum seekers get back the money paid for the certificate. Immigration is therewith regulated more efficiently than today. Not all entrance barriers and coercive measures to prevent illegal entry would disappear. However, the pressure of illegal migrants is strongly reduced.
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1 Introduction

Today, one of the most pressing political issues concerns migration policy. The way this policy is practiced today is a shame for all Western industrialized nations. Moreover it is ineffective. In 2016, in spite of the huge investment in patrolling coast guards and navy vessels, a new all-time record of boat-people was reached. Instead of providing safe, legal paths for refugees, new barriers are established that force migrants to pursue more dangerous journeys and to seek the service by mafias and criminal organizations. According to the UNHCR\(^1\) in 2016 more than 180 000 people crossed the Mediterranean Sea. This is 18 percent more than in 2015. No less than 5022 human beings died or are missing; 33 percent more than in 2015. Human insecurity also has increased along the overland human trafficking routes e.g. across the Sahara. Criminal people smugglers often exploit migrants for years by bonded labor, enforced drug dealing, slavery or prostitution (Ellis, 2016). Today people smuggling is the biggest source of organized crime in Europe, though not all human traffickers are

---

\(^1\) https://data.unhcr.org/mediterranean/country.php?id=83
criminals, but also ordinary business people providing demand driven services (Tinti & Reitano, 2016).\(^2\)

Instead of making a charge against traffickers and people smugglers, one should put the saddle on the right horse: It is our policy of making Europe a “gated community” or even a “fortification” that makes people smuggling a criminal business: ”Border controls, like any kind of market barrier, give rise to smuggling, black markets, organized crime, and denial of migrants’ human rights.” (Sachs, 2016: 454).

In addition, many of us close the eyes on the torments of refugees, among them 36 percent children (Ratha et al., 2016). We accept nationality or the fact that someone is born in a poor country as a morally legitimate basis for discrimination – though today it is widely regarded as morally illegitimate to discriminate among people because they were born e.g. as women, as members of a racial or religious minority, or are physically disabled persons. We do not accept restrictions on mobility within a country, but across countries we do.\(^3\) We also close our eyes that refugees from Syria find it impossible to evade the terrible war in Syria because Turkey hinders them to do so by using arms.\(^4\)

Moreover, we do not take into account that the migration wave will not subside even if the war in Syria comes to an end. In view of the political instability, the growth of the population, and the missing economic perspectives in so-called MENA (Middle-East-North-Africa) states in which only 40 percent of the working age population finds employment, more than a quarter wishes to emigrate.\(^5\)

To close our eyes in front of this migration pressure causes the danger of terrorism and political instability in our countries. Therefore not only Europe’s solidarity will be challenged now and in the future, but also its economic and political fate will crucially depend on how to manage immigration.

---

\(^2\) Human smuggling should not be conflated with much less morally ambiguous activity of human trafficking. As history shows, some human traffickers like e.g. Oskar Schindler who saved 1200 Jews during the Holocaust, today are considered saviors, see Tinti & Reitano, 2016: 31 and 51.

\(^3\) For an intense philosophical discussion and rejection of such an attempt to legitimate discrimination of migrants see Cassee (2016), see also Pritchett (2006).


\(^5\) Hanson & Mchntosh 2016; Müller, Sievert & Klingholz (2016), Berlin Institut für Bevölkerung und Entwicklung, accessed 22 August 2016 at http://www.berlin-institut.org/fileadmin/user_upload/Krisenregion_Mena/Mena_online.pdf
The German chancellor Angela Merkel met much criticism when she declared an opening of the borders. She is said to have acted according to an ethic of ultimate ends ("Gesinnungsethik") to the detriment of an ethic of responsibility ("Verantwortungsethik"). This criticism entails three sub-problems familiar to political economists: Firstly, she disregarded that a generous "Willkommenskultur" (culture of welcome) raises migrants' incentives to undertake the dangerous journey to Europe. In economics, such behavior is known as the Samaritan’s Dilemma (Buchanan, 1975). Secondly, Merkel wrongly assumed that the neighboring nations would admit an appropriate share of the migrants. She disregarded that the situation has the characteristics of a typical collective good, and that there is a NIMBY (Not In My BackYard) problem. Thirdly, she overestimated the willingness of the German population to accept the burden of integrating foreigners into their community. In economic terms, natives see immigrants as free-riders. They accept foreigners to enter their “club” or cooperative and to participate in their “club goods” for free only to a low degree.

However, economics, in particular economic models of clubs and cooperatives, also offer a suggestion how alternatives to the present inhumane immigration policy could look like. We believe that this suggestion is politically acceptable to voters in the rich countries and at the same time takes into account the interests of the migrants and their countries of origin.

2 Learning from Cooperatives

---

6 See Weber, 1918, ‘Politics as a Vocation’.
7 See Fuest, 2015; Osterloh and Frey, 2016; Osterloh and Frey, forthcoming.
8 Concerning the “refugee relocation system” of EU countries until September 2016, only 9% of the promised 160,000 places have been made available by some of the participating countries, see http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/pressmaterial/docs/state_of_play_-relocation_en.pdf, accessed on 19 September 2016.
9 The NIMBY “Not In My Own BackYard” problem is dealt with in Frey, Oberholzer-Gee and Eichenberger, 1996.
10 Buchanan, 1965; Olson, 1965. For a philosophical discussion of the “club”-argument see Cassee, 2016.
11 For a similar intention but a different suggestion see Pritchett, 2006.
We suggest to develop – in analogy to the model of clubs and cooperatives – a model for an immigration policy that is based on humane principles.\textsuperscript{12} To become a member of a club or a cooperative a person must acquire a participation certificate. To that end, new members have to pay an entrance fee. It takes into account that a new member participates in the collective goods provided by the existing members; in the case of Switzerland the Swiss Cooperative (Switzerland, in German, is indeed called “Schweizerische Eidgenossenschaft”)\textsuperscript{13}. Similarly, incoming migrants have to acquire a “participation certificate”. In exchange, the immigrants are enabled to enter the country of choice without danger. The revenue goes to the country and population of the recipient nation rather than to the human smugglers. Any airport or any refugee camp could entertain such registration and payment locations. The corresponding cost would be much lower than the present huge costs of securing the borders. Asylum seekers or war refugees would get back the money paid for the certificate if they and their asylum status have been accepted by the recipient country. Those immigrants not accepted in this capacity have to pay the entrance fee, but are not confronted with a insurmountable barrier.

This policy would make it possible to regulate immigration more efficiently than today (Freeman, 2006; Eichenberger, 2015). It would, however, not displace all entrance barriers and coercive measures to prevent illegal entry. But it would reduce the pressure of illegal migrants considerably and at the same time the cost of making Europe a “gated community” or a “fortification”.

3 Why the Model of Cooperatives may create a Win-Win-Situation for Countries of Immigration, Migrants and the Countries of Origin

The application of the model of cooperatives has major advantages not only for the countries of immigration, but also for the migrants and their countries of origin. It helps the rich countries to practice solidarity, and migrants are treated as human beings who decide about their future in a deliberate,

\textsuperscript{12}See also Osterloh & Frey, 2016 and Osterloh & Frey, forthcoming.
\textsuperscript{13}„Genossenschaft“ in English means „cooperative“. 
rational manner. It might also provide a better model for development aid, compared to the most inefficient one practiced today which consists in giving money to more or less corrupt regimes and at the same time stabilizing them (Deaton, 2013: 281 ff.). The use of the price system moreover transforms a categorical conflict of “yes or no” into a decision between “more or less” which is easier to solve (Hirschman, 1994). A humanitarian and monetary win-win situation could evolve while the people smugglers are disempowered.

The advantages of the policy suggested are based on the consideration that free movement of labor has the potential to double the income of the world (Clemens, 2011) and to reduce the inequality produced by the migration blocks by 75 percent (Milanovic, 2015). It makes sense to exploit this potential for mutual welfare gains. However, the liberal position that “free trade and free movement of labor is good for everyone” is restricted by several facts.

First, open economies and closed welfare states are incompatible. Free migration and differences in social welfare provision between countries cannot exist over an extended period. A country is the more attractive to immigrants of low qualification the higher the social welfare payments are (Borjas, 2014; Stolz & Baten, 2012).

Second, free movement may produce losers in the countries of immigration, in particular with persons with low income, though this is unclear. Losers will punish politicians and vote for extreme right or left wing populist parties, except if they receive a social compensation. But this could raise the attractiveness of a country even more (Borjas, 2015).

Third, the success and wealth of a nation depends on how good the political and economic institutions are (Acemoglu & Robinson, 2012), which constitute what is called a “social model” (Collier, 2013). Important parts of a good “social model” are not only functioning institutions, an efficient administration and an effective legal framework, but also a good working morale, punctuality, security, and – most importantly - low corruption. Good “social models” are based on mutual trust (Putnam, 2007), and the willingness to redistribute income from the rich to the poor (Alesina, Baquir & Easterly, 1999).

---

14 For an overview over the partly contradicting empirical evidence see Peri, 2016; Dustmann et al., 2016; see also below, section 4.
Following Collier (2013) people endeavor to move from failing nations into successful nations exactly because they want to leave bad “social models” and enter good “social models”. However, if the immigration into the successful nation is so large that it overpowers the readiness and possibilities to integrate the migrants, then failing “social models” are imported. The reason why people want to immigrate in the successful nation is therewith undermined.

Fourth, if migrants are insufficiently integrated, social problems, crime and terrorism\(^\text{15}\) are likely to increase. As a consequence, solidarity with migrants and refugees will fall. Integration of migrants therefore is a precondition for a “Willkommenskultur” to be sustainable.

We will argue that the model of cooperatives helps to overcome these problems. It enables to reap the huge welfare gains by increasing labor mobility and at the same time by supporting integration and human rights. In contrast to many suggestions for dealing with the migration problem (e.g. Becker & Lazear, 2013; Eichenberger, 2015; Dustmann et al., 2016),\(^\text{16}\) we consider not only the interest of the rich countries of immigration but take the challenge of solidarity with the poor ones seriously. Doing this we try to find a balance between an ethic of ultimate ends and an ethic of responsibility. With this in mind we now discuss in more detail the advantages of the cooperative model for the countries of immigration, for the migrants, and for their countries of origin.

### 4 Advantages for Immigration Countries

The countries of immigration are expected to gain monetary and non-monetary advantages by introducing the model of cooperatives.

An obvious monetary advantage consists firstly in the fact that by the “entrance fee” the immigration country gets financial resources in order to facilitate the integration of the migrants.

Second, because the migrants are allowed to work and to earn money immediately after their arrival, the integration into the work process can be achieved more quickly, and not only after an often extremely slow process of

\(^{15}\) In particular right-wing terrorism and attacks on refugee accomodations.

\(^{16}\) For exceptions see e.g. Pritchett, 2006 and Collier, 2013.
registration, checking, and dealing with legal appeals. This reduces the financial strain on the social system. From the first moment of their stay immigrants are required to actively contribute to the public good of the club they joined, which has been provided by the nation’s cooperative in the form of schools, hospitals, infrastructure, and efficient administration. The incentive to try to register several times is reduced simply as it would mean that one has to pay the entry price various times.

Third, the huge cost of trying to secure the borders against illegal migrants – which is nevertheless far from effective (Casarico, Facchini & Frattini, 2015) – is much lowered because now there exist legal alternatives which make illegal immigration less attractive. The money can be expended for more useful purposes. Equally, the high monetary costs of trying to send non-accepted migrants back to their home countries, or for dealing with the migrants who nevertheless stay in the country, is reduced.

Finally, migrants can raise the productivity of the local population – provided there is no prohibitive minimum wage (Docquier, Özden & Peri, 2014; Winter-Ebner & Zweimüller, 1999). A minimum wage is prohibitive when it is higher than the productivity of the migrants, which usually is lower than the one of the local low-income population (Clemens, 2011). This applies in particular for person-related local services like housekeeping, gardening, and childcare (Ortega & Peri, 2015; Cortés & Pan, 2015; Peri, 2016). Many well-qualified women in our countries today are forced to work part-time because they otherwise are unable to care for their children and relatives needing care. Migrants can much reduce this pressure. This opens a large potential of capable workers as today the young generation of women is formally better educated than are men. Moreover, empirically it has been shown that refugees may have a positive impact even on the wages for unskilled labor in the immigration countries. The inflow of migrants – who mainly do manual jobs – enables native low-skilled workers to do less manual and more complex jobs with higher wages (Peri, 2016: 24). These positive consequences may even overcompensate a possible negative effect of immigration on housing prices and rental services (Ottaviano & Peri, 2006).

\footnote{For further discussions see Dustmann, Schönberg & Stuhler, 2016.}
Even more important are the *non-monetary advantages*. First, the receiving country – e.g. Germany – no longer crucially depends on the distribution of migrants over other EU-countries, which has, in any case, become improbable. By setting the entry price, the receiving countries can determine by themselves how many migrants they wish to have, and how the integration is to be financed, without disregarding humanitarian aspects. The NIMBY problem is considerably diminished. The neighboring countries have less reason to resist contributing to solve the migration problem. Using the cooperative model here proposed, they can decide themselves how many migrants they want to accept and on what terms.

Second, the deterioration of our social system by imported bad “social models” (Collier, 2013)\(^\text{18}\) is avoided. The selective impact of the price to be paid would chill potential immigrants just wanting to benefit from our welfare system. Those who are ready to pay the price have a stronger incentive to learn our language and to integrate into our “social model” (Nowrasteh, 2015). This, not surprisingly, also raises the acceptance of migrants by the local population.

Third, since in our model migrants are immediately allowed to work and to earn money, and not after an often extremely slow process of registration, their integration will be furthered. They will interact with local people and learn the local language faster. The longer refugees have to wait for the decision on their asylum the less they integrate themselves (Dustmann et al. 2016; Hainmueller, Hangartner & Lawrence, 2016).

Fourth, a better and quicker integration enables the immigrants and their children to fill the many open jobs arising in the future due to our population getting older on average. They will contribute to our old age system. This again raises the local populations’ willingness to accept immigrants. But it is highly controversial how much time this will take; it will depend strongly on the conditions mentioned. The time will be much shorter if migrants have to pay an entrance fee for the cooperative (selection effect), are immediately allowed to work (integration effect) and are not faced with minimum wages above their productivity (productivity enhancing effect for the local labor force).

\(^{18}\)See section 3.
Fifth, an entry price enables to regulate the concentration of migrants in certain areas. By varying the “entrance fees” according to the location the country of immigration may determine the places of settlement for the migrants. There are different aspects to take into account. On the one hand, migrants prefer to go to big urban cities where they already find a part of their diaspora (Collier, 2013) because this lowers their transactions costs and the feeling of being lost. But at the same time it reduces the incentives and possibilities to integrate. Ghettoes and Banlieus arise. On the other hand, the political costs of migrant allocation might be lower in big urban cities compared to smaller cities and rural places. The support for right-wing anti-migration parties is the stronger the less local people are accustomed to foreigners (Dustmann, Vasilijeva & Damm, 2016). Moreover, in urban and high-population areas there may be positive agglomeration externalities, based on lower transport costs, higher local learning, and thicker labor markets (Peri, 2016).

Sixth, the cultural diversity provided by migrants – e.g. with restaurants, entertainment, and arts – may enhance the amenity value of a location. Productive benefits also might arise from a greater variety of ideas and the varieties of goods and services supplied locally (Peri, 2016).

Of course there are also possible disadvantages for the countries of immigration. Examples are the competition of migrants with locals concerning social infrastructure like social housing, medical service, and childcare. In recent times a possible influx of terrorists has gained attention. A much discussed, though controversial issue (see above) is the impact on wages and unemployment rates of low-income workers (e.g. Foged & Peri, 2015). Moreover, technological innovation may be decelerated by a larger supply of manual working migrants, possibly reducing the mechanization of some processes (Rossi & Schiltknecht, 1972; Lewis, 2011; Peri, 2016). Very controversial are also the long-term fiscal consequences (e.g. Blau & Mackie (Eds.), 2016; Bahnsen, Manthei & Raffelhüschen, 2016). Again, for the countries of immigration the possible disadvantages in relation to the advantages depend strongly on the conditions discussed, in particular the extent to which the model of cooperatives is put into practice.
5 Advantages for Migrants

The most striking advantage for migrants is that they can enter their chosen country without having to fear of losing their lives, and without having to bear stressing and traumatizing experiences. This is particularly important for children.

Second, the accepted migrants have a much better life than those persons remaining in their countries. They participate in our social system and can profit from our schools, hospitals and general security. Their income rises markedly even when their qualification and work activity is unchanged. Indeed, a person who does the same work in the United States as in his home country, e.g. Haiti, is able to increase his income tenfold (Collier, 2013). This is due to the fact that he or she can now work in a well-functioning environment in which, for instance, the trains and public buses are punctual, or in which the supply of material can be relied on. As a consequence, even after paying for the club certificate, the possible increase in income is large.

Third, there is no uncertainty whether a person is accepted or not. This uncertainty, combined with the prohibition to work, lowers migrants’ incentives to invest in skills that are productive in the new country (Adda, Dustmann & Görlach, 2016), and hinders integration. With our policy suggestion, the immigrants can quickly integrate into work, schools and housing.

Fourth, incentives to work lead to a much faster integration of migrants than providing them with generous social welfare. They will to a higher extent acquire necessary skills. This also will enhance solidarity of the local population with the migrants. A negative example is Sweden. In this country, social welfare for the migrants used to be very generous, combined with high minimum wages. As a consequence in no Western country the gap between unemployment of locals and of migrants is as high as in Sweden (Andersson Joona, Wennemo Lanninger & Sundström, 2016).

Fifth, assuming that various countries decide to accept the cooperative model proposed, the migrants have the option to choose. They are no longer petitioners depending on the whims of bureaucrats pushing them around in
“hotspots”. They become autonomous people who can decide themselves where to go.

Sixth, the prospect of migration into a country of desire may lead to a “brain gain” of possible migrants. The entrance fee into the cooperative as well as the prospect to get a legal job in our countries gives them an incentive to make an effort in their home country, in particular to get an better education and to become competitive on our labor market (Beine, Docquier & Rapoport, 2003). At the moment many young people in Sub-Sahara African countries just wait for an opportunity to leave their country. Instead of improving their situation as well as the situation of their home country they gaze like in hypnosis to Europe, which seems to promise heaven on earth. In Senegal the saying “Barcelona or dead” is popular (Signer, 2016). The “brain gain” by positive prospects might even exceed the negative “brain drain” (see section 6, for empirical evidence see Collier, 2013; Shrestha, 2016; Méango, 2016).

Seventh, the last-minute panic inducing those wanting to emigrate as quick as possible to Europe is avoided. Many migrants today take high risks, e.g. the risk of using rotten boats across the Mediterranean Sea. 25 percent of migrants who arrived in Germany between 2013 and the beginning of 2016 had to experience a shipwreck, and thousands died (Eisenring, 2016).

6 Advantages for Countries of Origin

Among the many advantages the most important one is that emigration reduces the social pressure existing in poor countries, even if in the long run poverty were not reduced. It is mostly the well-educated middle class who emigrates (Peri, 2016).20

---

19 Méango (2016) provides an analysis of “brain drain” and “brain gain” effects in Congo, Ghana and Senegal, differentiating between rich and poor households. He finds a “brain gain” effect in the rich households of Congo and Ghana, but not in Senegal. It could be the case that “brain gain” effects increase when people of these countries have the opportunity to immigrate legally into our countries in contrast to their mostly illegal migration today. Illegal migrants have a lower chance of getting a job in the immigration countries. This lowers their incentives to acquire a better education at home.

20 In addition the danger remains that the people remaining will not foster democracy (Collier, 2013: 196, ch. 8).
Second, the problem of brain drain is mitigated. In general, migrants are better educated than those who are left behind. Among the countries with the highest rates of emigration of high skilled workers are Haiti (82 percent), Barbados (76 percent), Mauritius (67 percent); Sierra Leone (49 percent), Ghana (45 percent), and Somalia (35 percent) (Pekkala Kerr et al., 2016; Docquier & Rapoport, 2012). But this problem is mitigated by the remittances made by the migrants back to their country of origin. Remittances contribute six percent of the revenue of poor developing nations (Collier, 2013, ch. 9). In 2012, this amount was twice as large as the worldwide development aid (Adams, 2011; Bauer, Loser & Mustedanagic, 2013). In 2015 it was estimated three times as much as the development aid (Ratha et al., 2016). Probably the effectiveness is even much higher: Remittances empower recipients to demand more from their countries, improving governance rather than undermining it. In contrast to development aid, which is often harmful for the developing countries, remittances are highly useful (Deaton, 2013). It is important to know that the remittances of those persons willing to return are considerably higher than those who intend to remain in their new country (Dustmann & Mestres, 2010). This underlines the importance of permeable borders and legal migration, as our model of cooperatives permits.

Third, the countries of origin may profit from a “brain gain” effect that arises when possible migrants have an incentive to invest in their education hoping for a legal possibility to emigrate. These incentives work as a catalyst for the growth of human capital in the home country even for those who do not emigrate. Such an effect is demonstrated by two studies. Chand & Clemens (2008) document it for the Fiji Islands. To meet the education–based criteria set by the Australian and New Zealand immigration policy, tertiary education for the domestic workers in Fiji increased considerable. Shrestha (2016) shows for Nepalese men that education as a selection criterion for the British Army raised the education level of non-migrants who were not successful in being selected by 1.15 years. This not only improved their domestic labor outcomes in later life, but also increased the average education of Nepalese men. The prospect to

---

21 High skilled workers are defined as those with at least one year tertiary education, see Pekkala Kerr et al., 2016.
migrate legally by paying an entrance fee could have similar effects, by first, enabling people to escape from hopelessness, and second, by inducing them to invest in their education, thereby improving their domestic outcomes.

Fourth, research on immigration (Dustmann & Görlach, 2016) suggests that after ten years about half of the migrants return to their home country, provided the borders are permeable. They therewith contribute to “brain circulation”, one of the most effective means to develop a country.

Finally, the network of migrants supports the exchange of goods, services and capital, including technology transfer and the exchange of information and tourist traffic between the countries, benefiting the countries of origin (Bellino & Celi, 2016; Freeman, 2006).

To summarize, we do not know whether the advantages for the countries of origin really exceed the disadvantages, in particular whether the problem of brain drain is compensated. But there exist some empirical evidence that the potential for a win-win-situation is high if our proposal is put in practice.

7 What should be the Price for a “Participation Certificate” to enter the Cooperative?

The question regarding the price to be paid in order to gain access to the cooperative cannot be answered ex ante. If it is too low, there will be too much immigration. If it is too high, smuggling and costs of deterrence will stay at a high level. The price depends on the one hand on how many legal migrants a country is prepared to accept. This should include humanitarian aspects and those of solidarity with the poor. It must also include political aspects that consider how to avoid support for right-wing anti-migration parties. However, it might also be the case that anti-migration parties loose ground when our proposal it put in place, because of the monetary and non-monetary advantages mentioned.

Today on average 7,000 – 10,000 Euros per person are paid for smugglers (Eisenring, 2016). In addition 2,000 – 4,000 Euros have to be paid for falsified passports. To provide a regulating effect, the price for the entry certificate must

---

22 This figure excludes traditional immigration countries such as Australia or Canada and countries at war.
exceed these costs considerably, in particular because it enables a comfortable immigration. Some authors mention 50,000 Dollars (Becker & Lazear, 2013) or 50,000 Swiss Francs (Schlegel, Lutz & Kaufmann, 2016), which is probably too high. A few countries offer EU citizenships to very rich people. For instance, Malta, Cyprus or Austria permit citizenship-by-investment for about 1 million Euros (Malta) and 2,5 million Euros (Cyprus) (Kalin, 2016), which is obviously far beyond the sphere we are considering.

In order to find out which price would regulate the immigration in an acceptable way, one could estimate the willingness to pay by surveys among immigrants into different countries. It should also be taken into consideration that prices can have an expressive function comparable to the expressive function of law (Cooter, 1998). They signal a norm, namely the norm that the immigrants are expected to make a contribution of their own if they wish to become a member of the cooperative. Such reciprocity norms are quite effective even if breaking them is not punished (Ostrom, 1990). Prices also have the function of ordeal mechanism signaling that welfare programs are to be used in an efficient way (e.g. Dupas et al., 2016). Trial and error must in the end show what price would be reasonable.

It could be objected that only wealthy persons and families are able to pay the price for the certificate. But this argument also applies to today’s situation. Only those people can afford to migrate who have sufficient money to pay the people smugglers and falsified passports. However, the migrants can get a credit from banks or, more probably, from relatives, because they will have a much higher income than in their home country and will be able to reimburse the credit. It is likely that such a credit market will evolve, comparable to the micro-credit markets. Moreover, private sponsors and humanitarian organizations can pay for the certificates, adopt a sponsorship or a debt guarantee. This would establish a direct contact to the migrants furthering integration.24 The same applies to firms looking for new employees. The

---

23 As mentioned, today migrants pay a lot of remittances to their families in their countries of origin (section 6), thereby contributing to a most efficient development aid.

24 In Canada exists a sponsor-program for Syrian refugees, organized by private initiatives. They take responsibility for the refugees and help them to cope with the new situation. One year after arrival, 50 percent of these refugees earn money in the labor market, compared to only 10 percent coached by state programs (Mijnssen & Wenger, 2017).
willingness to donate in our countries is high (Frey & Steuernagel, 2015). Recognized asylum seekers and war refugees get back their monetary contribution. Those leaving the harboring country could also get back part of their expenditure and thus have an incentive for “brain circulation”.

8 Conclusion

Our paper aims to contribute to one of the most pressing problems of our time, large-scale migration. It takes into account the legitimate interests of the immigration countries as well as solidarity with the migrants and the poor countries of origin. It tries to combine the ethics of responsibility (“Verantwortungsethik”) with the ethics of ultimate ends (“Gesinnungsethik”). Many details still have to be solved. We nevertheless are convinced that our proposal has many advantages compared to the terrible situation existing today.
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